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1

INTRODUCTION

The final report for the study into onshore and offshore based rescue and recovery (OBRR) helicopters
was completed in early 2000 and issued by HSE as OTO 01039.
In its conclusions, the report provided a summary of the factors for consideration by inspectors when
they assess a duty holder’s submission for providing offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters on
the UKCS.
1.1

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The purpose of this study is to review the current approach adopted in the Norwegian Sector for
operating offshore based Search & Rescue helicopters and then to make an assessment of any
significant differences that are apparent between Norwegian operations and the recommended “factors
for consideration”given in OTO 01039. Responses from representatives of Norwegian offshore
regulators, installation operators and the helicopter operators, who provide offshore SAR cover in
Norway, are given in table 1 as a general status of the current offshore SAR operations in Norway. For
convenience sake these have been reproduced alongside the appropriate “factor for consideration”.
Where differences were found or specific features of note arose, these are highlighted in the
“Remarks” column in table 1.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

The objective of this study has been to review the current approach adopted in the Norwegian Sector
for operating offshore based Search & Rescue helicopters, and having done so to make an assessment
of any significant differences that are apparent between Norwegian operations and the recommended
“factors for consideration” made in OTO 01039(Study into Onshore and Offshore Based Rescue and
Recovery (OBRR) helicopters).
To a large extent the proposals made for UK OBRR helicopter operations are similar in many respects
to current and proposed offshore based SAR activities in Norway. This situation is not too surprising
because both the UK and Norway have, over many years, adopted similar approaches, regulatory
requirements and industry standards for both the offshore and aviation industries.
Where there are variations in general, and in the performance standards, the differences are to be
found in the detail rather than as fundamental departures from expected norms. For convenience, the
observations listed in the report, encapsulate the most notable variations that were apparent during the
course of this study work.
There are potential benefits to be gained from closer liaison between UK and Norwegian Duty Holders
when developing future UK OBRR helicopter plans. Closer association with the Norwegian Sector
should enable Duty Holders to complement and reinforce offshore area SAR coverage adjacent to the
“Median Line”. This approach may also assist with the development of common industry standards
and harmonisation.
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INFORMATION SOURCES

Contact and interviews took place with the following key people who are currently operating,
supplying and regulating offshore based SAR helicopters in the Norwegian Sector:
3.1

REGULATORS
Norwegian
Petroleum
Directorate (NPD)

3.2

OIL COMPANIES
Total Fina Elf
Statoil
Phillips

3.3

Øyvind Tuntland,
Marit Brattbakk
and Bryn Arild Kalberg

Gunnar Johannessen
Erik Hamremoen
Sverre Austrheim

HELICOPTER OPERATORS
Norsk Helikopter

John Øystein Nymann
and Kurt Salomonsen

CHC Helikopter
Service

Anders Røsok
and Jon Skogen

The visit and meeting schedule was as follows:
16 October 2001 –
17 October 2001 –
18 October 2001 –

PM Meeting with Statoil
AM Meetings with NPD and Total Fina Elf Norge
PM Meeting with Phillips and Statoil
AM Meeting with CHC Helikopter Service
PM Meeting with Norsk Helikopter

When initially setting up this study, it was anticipated that the Norwegian CAA (Capt. Stig Aberg) and
the JRCC (Ola Vaage - Rescue Co-ordinator) should also be contacted and their views sought.
However, during the course of the field visit it became clear that neither the NCAA nor JRCC have
direct involvement in the provision of offshore based SAR helicopters in Norway.
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DISCUSSION

To a large extent the proposals made for UK OBRR helicopter operations are similar in many respects
to current and proposed offshore based SAR activities in Norway. This situation is not too surprising
because both the UK and Norway have, over the years, adopted similar approaches, regulatory
requirements and industry standards for both the offshore and aviation industries.
Where there are differences in performance standards these are to be found in the detail rather than as
fundamental departures from expected norms.
For convenience, the observations listed in this report encapsulate the most notable differences that
were apparent during the course of this study work.
4.1

NORWEGIAN REGULATORY BACKGROUND

In 1992 the NPD brought in new regulations for offshore emergencies. These regulations effectively
took away the requirement for stand-by vessels.
From 1994 onwards, offshore operators started to remove some stand-by vessels as they introduced
“shared solutions” which employed SAR helicopters and other marine options. Changes introduced for
providing offshore emergency cover within the new regulatory framework led to varying standards
being employed and this became a cause for concern within the industry.
In 1999, OLF (the Norwegian equivalent of UKOOA) came forward with a project that has led to the
provision of “area based” emergency cover. In Norway, OLF Guidelines are the primary drivers for
the industry’s response to regulatory requirements set down by the NPD.
There is no actual Norwegian regulatory requirement to have offshore based SAR helicopters. The
current use of offshore based SAR helicopter resources has evolved from the previous offshore-based
helicopters that were primarily used for shuttling. They also had a secondary SAR role.
OLF Guidelines for “area based” emergency cover have set out the development of a “risk picture”
and guidelines for emergency response requirements (VSKTB’s). In effect these are industry
performance standards. These limits are set by industry, not NPD.
In 2001, industry started a pilot project to test the OLF proposals and NPD are hoping to formalise the
VSKTB’s shortly.
4.2

AREA EMERGENCY RESPONSE COVER

The concept of area response has been set down in Norway and presently covers the following areas
(see Figure 1):
Southern Area (Ekofisk, Valhall and Cod) – NPD consent has been given and one aircraft has been
upgraded to full SAR with the standby SAR helicopter (limited capability) also used for field
shuttling. NPD are monitoring the situation.
Statfjord Area – NPD consent has been given to Statoil. A Bell 214ST is used for this operation.
Oseberg / Troll Area - NPD consent has been given to Norsk Hydro. An AS332 L1 has been selected
for this operation.
Haltenbanken Area (Heidrum, Draugen) – NPD has received the application but has yet to give their
consent to Statoil. An AS332 L1 has been selected for the operation.
7

The Frigg Area is considered as “phasing out”.
4.3

RELEVANT OPERATIONAL INFORMATION

There are formal relationships between the oil companies and the Joint Rescue Co-ordination Centre
(JRCC) whereby operators can use the national SAR resources as part of their emergency response
plans. However, they must not rely on them.
The national SAR assets that are in place to cover Norway’s land and sea emergencies are multi-role
and have a response time of one hour. These assets are based along the coastline at Rygge (near Oslo),
Stavanger, Ørland (near Trondheim), Bodo and Banak in the far North (see Figure 1).

Banak

Bodo

Haltenbanken Area
Ørlandet

Stadtfjord Area
Øseberg / Troll Area
Frigg Area
Stavanger

Rygge

Ekofisk / Cod
/ Valhall Area

Figure 1
Map of Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Helicopter Areas and Land Based SAR
Helicopter Locations
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OBSERVATIONS

In many respects Norwegian emergency response arrangements and the offshore-based SAR
helicopter assets, procedures, etc. were found to be similar to those proposed for the UK in OTO
01039.
Areas where Norwegian offshore-based SAR operations differ from the UKCS proposals in OTO
01039 are:
The Justice Department is responsible for the administration of Norwegian national SAR
arrangements.
Norwegian offshore helicopter companies have similar flight operations arrangements and procedures
as UK offshore helicopter companies but the application of JAR-OPS 3 is not dominant.
Norwegian offshore oil and gas operations do not rely on National SAR co-ordination or assets.
Unlike the UK Marine & Coastguard Agency the Norwegian Maritime Directorate plays no part in
Norway’s airborne SAR arrangements.
Norwegian oil companies must ensure they have adequate privately supplied SAR facilities for their
operations.
Up to mid 2001, Norwegian offshore SAR cover provided by the Oil Operators has been limited
capability (LIMSAR). The introduction of all weather SAR helicopters (AWSAR) started in 2001.
Demonstrating effectiveness of the offshore SAR helicopter operations management system appears to
be covered when gaining approval for Emergency Preparedness Plans.
Outwith the 500 metre Zone, Duty Holders have advised that air traffic control during emergencies is
generally less “controlled” than in the UK.
An emergency response analysis of the area based emergency preparedness plans using offshore based
SAR helicopters, sets out a “risk picture” and “emergency preparedness requirements” (VSKTB’s).
These are, in effect, minimum performance standards.
A helicopter parking area adjacent to the Safe Landing Area is not an essential requirement in
Norway.
In Norway the operators say that offshore based SAR operations cannot be effectively accomplished
without providing hangar facilities, particularly in winter.
Performance and capability of the SAR helicopter types used offshore Norway is selected in order to
meet specified local area emergency requirements.
The Heidrun area emergency plan currently restricts the SAR helicopter to 65 NM radius of operation
from the host platform.
Helicopters with blade folding capability are operating in Norway.
The Heidrun and Ekofisk response targets of 15 / 25 minutes day / night are at variance with the UK
15 / 45 minutes. Duty Holders in Norway have expressed concern at the different standards and likely
effect from a workforce viewpoint.

9

TCAS (an aircraft surveillance and collision avoidance system) has been specified as a requirement for
Heidrun SAR helicopters and for helicopters operating in the Haltenbanken area.
Everyone responds to platform alarms, including off duty SAR crews – there are no exceptions made
in Norway.
In Norway, the target for offshore SAR helicopter mission availability is 100%.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended this report and its conclusions be read in conjunction with OTO 01039 in order that
any proposed UK OBBR helicopter operations can, where appropriate, benefit from current experience
in the Norwegian Sector.
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APPENDIX 1
Table 1 – Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared
with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
1

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

The current offshore HSE / CAA MOU covers all generic
areas of responsibility and interest, and is purposefully
non-specific. Therefore the MOU does not include remits
and interfaces to cover OBRR helicopter type operations
(and for that matter SAR helicopters)

2.2.1

There is a formal relationship (and a written
agreement) between NPD and the Norwegian CAA
for the provision of professional aviation assistance,
when required. There are no references in the
agreements that are specific to offshore-based SAR
helicopters.

Similar situation to the
current HSE / CAA
Memorandum of
Understanding.

NPD has no internal aviation (helicopter) expertise
to call upon.

Duty Holders have
suggested that the
Norwegian CAA should
have greater direct
involvement for all
offshore helicopter
matters.

2

The AOC Holder is the Duty Holder in respect of
helicopter operations. Additionally, the AOC Holder will
be responsible for aviation aspects of OBRR helicopter
operations associated with and / or conducted from the
installation.

3

There are close similarities with HM Coastguard SAR
operations and the offshore based SAR helicopters that
have previously featured in UKCS offshore exploration
and production operations (e.g. Shell Expro – Brent
Field)

2.2.2

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.

2.2.3 (a)

The Justice Department is responsible for the
administration of national SAR arrangements.
There is a joint co-ordination centre for all SAR
(land, sea and air) with airborne SAR assets /
operations provided by the Royal Norwegian Air
Force.

Any aviation issues concerning the use of OBRR
helicopters will be handled directly by CAA in
conjunction with the AOC older. All relevant offshore
issues arising will fall to the HSE and the installation
Duty Holder.

Remarks

Norway uses a military
SAR operations model
similar to the UK.

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.
However the helicopter operators advise that the
NCAA are generally not deeply involved with
offshore helicopter operations, in particular
offshore SAR operations – no detailed auditing by
Inspectors. They are more focussed on fixed wing
activities.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

3
cont’d

Although a relatively recent requirement by CAA SRG,
the concept of aviation company SMS is consistent with
HSE policies. The AOC Holder and Duty Holder should
therefore jointly consider the value of interfacing (not
fully integrating) their management policies, operating
systems, cross referencing SMS documentation and audit
programmes to provide an OHMS for OBRR operations.

4

The installation Duty Holder needs to identify the AOC
Holder(s) who will provide the helicopters for OBRR
operations.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

At present there is no similar requirement in
Norway.
Primarily, SMS elements are handled broadly
within either the oil company operating policies or
procedures and the helicopter operators Operations
Manual.
2.2.3 b)

Similar to current UK
arrangements.

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.
Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.

The nominated AOC Holder(s) should be licensed by the
CAA to conduct offshore helicopter operations.
Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.
The CAA will expect an AOC Holder to submit, for
CAA agreement, any modifications that are required to
his Operations Manual to account for any additional
licensing, airworthiness, training or operational
considerations should the AOC Holder intend to
undertake ‘new type’ operations (e.g. OBRR) under his
existing Air Operators Certificate. Thereafter, the AOC
Holder is required to demonstrate competence,
management and self-regulation to standards that satisfy
the Authority.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
5

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

BHAB’s main objective is to advise on promoting the use
of helicopters.

2.2.3 c)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

There is no similar helicopter organisation in
Norway. However, there is an Airline Association
of Norway but this is mainly a fixed wing oriented
organisation.

However, the Offshore Committee has advised that the
helicopter company operating standards that will be
applied to the ‘new’ OBRR role are currently under
review, and the subject of discussion with CAA. Any
supplement to the AOC Holders Operations Manual for
OBRR operation, required by legislation and JAA
guidance, would be in addition to those standards
currently applied to normal public transport non –
scheduled operations.

It was indicated that the SAR JRCC and helicopter
operators are expecting to shortly set up formal
meeting arrangements to discuss standards and
harmonisation issues.

The installation helidecks and facilities nominated by the
Duty Holder for OBRR helicopter operations should have
and in-date BHAB Certificates of Acceptance.

There is no “approval” scheme in Norway similar
to BHAB. The Duty Holders perform Helideck
Inspections using an Inspector.

Remarks

In Norway there is no
independent helicopter
organisation in place to
deal with or to resolve
common operating issues.

In Norway there is no
requirement for an
independent helideck
inspection scheme.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
6

7

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

The ANO sets out basic safety standards that will apply
to OBRR operations.

2.2.4 a)

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.

JAR-Ops 3 contains comprehensive and detailed
helicopter operating requirements that have been agreed
by the Civil Aviation Authorities of participating
European Countries as common standard to regulate
commercial air transport operations.

2.2.4 b)

Similar arrangements as UK but JAR-OPS 3 do not
figure highly in Norwegian helicopter operations.

In the context of Joint Airworthiness Requirements it is
considered appropriate to view the role of an OBRR
helicopter as an amalgam of commercial air
transportation, SAR and HEMS. Therefore, full
compliance with JAR-Ops 3 should be expected, subject
to any variations specific to the OBRR role that have
been imposed and approved by CAA.

See above.

The relationship between the Air Navigation Order
(ANO) and Joint Airworthiness Requirements (JAR) is,
the ANO sets out the basic safety standards for regulating
UK public transport operations whereas JAR – Ops 3
provides comprehensive and detailed requirements which
are recognised as an acceptable basis for showing
compliance with national airworthiness codes.

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.

CAP 437 is the minimum acceptable standard for design
and operations of helidecks on which OBRR helicopters
will be based and those which they will operate to and
from (e.g. and alternate OBRR base).

2.2.4 c)

BSL D5-1 (Forskrift om Kontinental sokkelflyging
- Ervervsmessig Luftfart til og fra Helikopterdekk
på faste og Flyttbare Innretninger til havs) is the
Norwegian equivalent of CAP437 but it is not as
comprehensive in some sections.

Remarks

These documents are
similar in many respects.
Both set out national
responses to ICAO 14
requirements.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
8

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
The HSE / MCA / MAIB MOU does not include any
reference to SAR activities (marine or helicopter assets)
in support of offshore operations.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

2.3.1

No similar relationship in Norway. As noted in 3
above, national SAR and the Joint Rescue Co
ordination Centre (JRCC) are the responsibility of
the Justice Department (Police). Airborne assets are
provided by the Royal Norwegian Air Force.

Norwegian offshore oil
and gas operations do not
rely on National SAR co
ordination or assets.

The NPD has a Memorandum of Understanding
with JRCC for providing professional assistance
with SAR matters / support.

Unlike the UK MCA the
Norwegian Maritime
Directorate plays no part
in Norway’s airborne
SAR arrangements.

9

As a minimum, OBRR helicopter operations should
comply fully with the regulations and achieve good
industry standards.

2.3.4

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.

Overriding requirement
in Norway is for the Duty
Holder to clearly
demonstrate to the NPD
that performance is
acceptable.

10

When a Duty Holder employs OBRR helicopters in
support of his offshore oil and gas operations he should
co-operate fully with the national SAR agencies.

2.4.2

Similar arrangements to UK. However, there is no
requirement on the Duty Holder to involve the Joint
Rescue Co-ordination Centre (JRCC) unless a
specific request for assistance from national assets
is made.

Key difference is in
Norway there is no legal
obligation on the Duty
Holder to consult the
National SAR /JRCC.

Generally, the oil companies have a Memorandum
of Understanding with the JRCC covering SAR
activities. Within the 500m Zone it is the oil
company responsibility and beyond the 500m Zone
it is the responsibility of JRCC.

Oil companies must
ensure they have
adequate SAR facilities
for their operations.

In the event of an offshore emergency, the JRCC
will monitor the situation and if they consider
intervention is appropriate they will act
accordingly.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
11

11
cont’d

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

OBRR helicopters are not a new approach to
commercially provided search and rescue cover in oil and
gas fields. Since the early 1980’s, offshore based SAR
helicopters have been used on the UKCS at:
East Shetland Basin (Brent Area)
Frigg (c. 1985)
Forties (c. 1984)

3.1

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Statoil have an arrangement with Shell to provide
LIMSAR assistance to the Brent Field since the
withdrawal of the Brent SAR Bell 212.
The Frigg offshore-based LIMSAR helicopter was
withdrawn in 1998 but an in-field shuttle helicopter
is retained.

Although there are no offshore-based helicopters on the
UKCS at present, they are currently in use in Norway.
The aircraft are based on Frigg, Ekofisk, Statfjord and
Heidrun Fields. With the exception of the Frigg aircraft
the helicopters are generally designated for SAR
operations, although they tend to operate in multi-role.

Norway has had LIMSAR (Limited SAR)
helicopters based offshore at Ekofisk for over 20
years. Also, they have been based at Statfjord B and
Frigg for many years as well. In recent times a SAR
helicopter has also been permanently based on
Heidrum and shortly, another will be permanently
based on Oseberg.

Up to mid 2001 the
Norwegian offshore SAR
cover provided by the Oil
Operators has been
limited capability
(LIMSAR).

In 2000, Phillips and BP jointly submitted a
Southern Area emergency response plan. One of the
two Ekofisk helicopters has been upgraded to
AWSAR (All Weather SAR) as part of the regional
emergency cover.

Introducing AWSAR
helicopters started at
Ekofisk in mid 2001.

Similarly, the helicopters at Statfjord and Heidrun
will be upgraded to AWSAR as modified aircraft
become available (expected in mid-2002).
Similar arrangements to UK but in Norway the
airborne SAR assets are provided by the Royal
Norwegian Air Force. Military SAR operations
started in 1972. Now there are 10 Westland Sea
Kings.

Onshore-based helicopters are the norm for both HM
Coastguard and Military SAR coverage around the UK.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

11
cont’d

Helicopters are generally considered the preferred means
for evacuating installations in the event of an emergency.
This is in situations where time permits and the local
weather and environmental conditions on and around an
installation (e.g. large gas release, major conflagration,
etc.) do not exclude helicopter operations.

Similar views held by Norwegian Regulators and
Oil Industry.

Historically, HM Coastguard, military SAR and oil
support (public transport) helicopters have been used
successfully for offshore personnel evacuation many
times when, in the early stages of a crisis, non-essential
personnel are removed from an installation to a place of
safety at another onshore or offshore location.

Same situation in Norway.

It should be recalled that evacuation is not normally part
of the basic rescue and recovery aircraft role. However, if
OBRR helicopters are stationed local to an incident then
it is quite probable they would be used in an evacuation.
In this event, it is important for the Duty Holder to ensure
that field rescue and recovery priorities are not
overlooked or degraded.

In Norway there is an emergency evacuation role
for offshore based SAR helicopters as part of Area
Based Emergency Preparedness Plans.

When looking at the various OBRR helicopter scenarios
that may be encountered it is imperative that the heliops
management system employed, for each case, be based
on a consistent model.

A consistent model (e.g. OHMS) for the helicopter
operations management system is not in use, in
Norway.

There is an overriding need for the OHMS model to be
sufficiently flexible to deal efficiently with a wide range
of possible events.

See above.

11
cont’d

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Similar to the current UK
situation.

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

12

The heliops management system should be based on the
key elements of policy, and objectives setting,
organising, planning and implementation, measuring
performance, reviewing performance, and auditing.
Moreover, procedures and processes should be in place to
enable each of these functions to be carried out.

3.2.1

13

The planning and implementing functions of the heliops
management system should be underpinned by the use of
risk-based approaches.

See 11.

Notwithstanding the methodology employed by a Duty
Holder, he should use some form of effective process to
clearly demonstrate that good practices are employed and
the risks resulting from the use of OBRR helicopters are
acceptable. Attention should be paid to the value of using
existing guidance and best practice.

See 11.

14

The Duty Holder should clearly demonstrate that an
OHMS, which also includes OBRR operations, is in
place.

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Some Norwegian Oil Companies have expressed
concerns about the manner in which some UK Oil
Companies impose their SMS on helicopter
operators.

3.3

Not a specific requirement in Norway.

The management system should be effective.

Demonstrating effectiveness of the helicopter
operations management system appears to be
covered generally in Emergency Preparedness
Plans.

An ICP should be appointed by the Duty Holder to
survey / audit all aspects of OBRR helicopter operations.

In Norway there is no requirement for an
Independent Competent Person to survey / audit all
aspects of offshore-based SAR operations. This
work appears to be handled internally by Duty
Holder specialist personnel.

Remarks

Norwegian Oil
Companies are still
developing and testing
their heliops SMS.

NOTE: In Norway,
Helideck audits are
performed individually.
There is a Helideck
Inspector who performs
this work. A joint audit
team annually audits the
AOC Holder. They are
independent from OLF
and comprised of
company aviation
specialists (Statoil,
TotalFinaElf, Hydro and
Phillips).

Factors to be considered for UK offshore based rescue and recovery helicopters compared with current Norwegian offshore based SAR helicopter operations
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Item
No:
15

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
Only fully trained and competent SAR helicopter pilots,
crewmen and maintainers should be employed by the
AOC Holder for the intended operations and role.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

3.4.2

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.
However, the move to AWSAR operations and the
requirement for more helicopters covering more
offshore areas has its problems. Previously,
helicopter operators have been able to hire fully
trained and experienced ex. Military crews, quite
easily. This is no longer the case.

Remarks

Similar to the UK, there
are a limited number of
fully trained and
experienced SAR crews
available in Norway.

Similar to current HM Coastguard arrangements in
UK for flight and rear crew members. Training and
Competence Standards largely mirror Royal
Norwegian Air Force SAR requirements.

Training and competence should form an integral part of
the OHMS and, where appropriate, should meet OPITO
standards.
16

The Duty Holder should ensure that personnel at the
place of safety are trained and competent in the handling
of survivors and casualties.

3.4.3

Helideck crews and Air Transport Co-ordinator /
Flight Information Officers, etc. are given specified
training by the oil companies.

17

OBRR helicopter assets should not be seen, in any way,
as an accretion to national SAR assets.

3.5

In Norway the offshore based SAR helicopters are
considered as private company assets.

The Duty Holder is responsible for ensuring that a
deployment of OBRR helicopters to non-oil related
activities does not adversely affect the requirement to
provide effective arrangements for rescue and recovery
on installations.

Similar situation in Norway.

Procedures should be in place for those occasions when
an OBRR helicopter may leave its normal station in
response to safety of life.

Norwegian Offshore Area Based SAR helicopters
are normally confined to a specified radius of
operations (time and distance).

Variable responses and
levels of training and
competency in
Norwegian offshore
operations.
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Item
No:
18

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Early notification to the MCA of a potential emergency is
essential. Management of the interfaces with MCA is an
important aspect and needs to be addressed.

3.6.1

Duty Holders only need to notify JRCC if they need
help.

MCA see no change to current Coastguard command and
control procedures during offshore emergencies where
OBRR helicopters are used in lieu of SBV’s.
19

The Duty Holder should have in place a procedure for
OIM’s to assume and to relinquish (to an MCA appointed
person) the role of On-Scene Commander / co-ordinator
during an emergency.

Not applicable.
3.6.2

Duty Holders retain full responsibility for offshore
emergencies at all times.

In the event of an emergency what ‘area control’
provisions would be established between the Duty
Holder, the AOC Holder and HM Coastguard to ensure
timely information exchange on air traffic in the vicinity.

The Duty Holder appoints
the On-Scene
Commander.

Not applicable.

The On-Scene Commander / co-ordinator should act in
his customary role.
20

Remarks

3.6.3

Area “Air Traffic” control is retained by Duty
Holder in the immediate area of the incident.

500 metre Zone criteria
similar to UK.

If needed, (e.g. in the event of “airprox”
interference from press helicopters), the Duty
Holder may call upon the Police to put into effect a
wider area of “Controlled Airspace” to clear the
incident area.

Outwith the 500 metre
Zone air traffic control
during emergencies is
reported by Duty Holders
to be less “controlled”
than UK.

Also, NPD can expand a “Safety Zone” in an
emergency. No notice is required to do this and the
horizontal / vertical distances are given, as needed.
When this expansion happens the information is
disseminated by NOTAMS. Whoever requests the
Safety Zone expansion then controls the area.

During Norne Incident
press helicopters were a
problem. The Police
cleared the airspace, in
this instance.
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No:
21

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Where OBRR helicopters are proposed as part of an
integrated crisis management plan, the Duty Holder
should, in preparing the Safety Case, ensure that all
scenarios entailing the use of OBRR helicopters are
identified and procedures included.

A requirement exists in Norway for oil companies
to establish emergency response plans based on:

Proper consideration should be given, by the Duty
Holder, to events taking place both on and in the vicinity
of the ‘host’ installation. Also if providing similar rescue,
recovery and evacuation aid to other installations, this
service must be within the operating range and
capabilities of the OBRR helicopter.

For SAR helicopters, this is a basic requirement of
the emergency preparedness plan.

Remarks

Defined hazard and accident scenarios that cover all
emergency situations.
Specific response requirements for each emergency
situation.
An emergency response analysis.

22

Where OBRR helicopters are proposed as part of
integrated crisis management, the Duty Holder should
ensure that emergency response plans are in place for all
the scenarios set down in the Safety Case.

3.8

The emergency response analysis for the area based
emergency preparedness plan sets out a “risk
picture” and “emergency preparedness
requirements” (VSKTB’s) for using offshore based
SAR helicopter coverage.

23

The Duty Holder should acquire all relevant information
about the OBRR operational area, airborne assets
available in an emergency, potential winching / “touch
down” sites, alternate landing sites, etc.

3.9

SAR flight crews are required to visit all assets in
the operating area to identify and familiarise
themselves with the facilities.

These are, in effect,
minimum performance
standards.

It is the responsibility of the radio operator to be
aware all the time and to maintain a log of all assets
located in the operating area. In an emergency /
accident situation Stavanger or BodØ RCC perform
all co-ordination. Duty Holder is limited to assistant
duties only.

There should be a reliable system provided to give up-todate information to the On-Scene Commander / Co
ordinator (OIM), onshore crisis management team, the
OBRR crews, HM Coastguard, and other appropriate
agencies.
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No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

24

The minimum OBRR helicopter assets required for each
emergency scenario listed in Subsection 3.7 identified
and justified in contingency plans prepared by the Duty
Holder.

3.10

Norwegian arrangements are similar to the UK.
See also Appendices.

25

The EER assessment will need to address survivor
priorities and medical response.

3.11

Not specifically covered in current plans.

26

The response times for OBRR helicopters used for
handling identified emergencies should meet acceptable
performance standards.

3.12

See Appendix 5 for VSKTB’s – Emergency
Preparedness Requirements.

27

The Duty Holder should consider and identify alternative
sites for re-locating survivors / evacuees in the event that
the host OBRR installation is in any way compromised.

3.13

Part of overall Emergency Preparedness Plans.

28

The Duty Holder should have a system in place and plans
available for tracking air traffic in the incident general
area in order to call-up other airborne assets (public
transport helicopters) for survivor / evacuee dry transfer,
if required.

3.14

On Ekofisk and Stadtfjord the Air Transport Co
ordinator / Radio Operator are required to cover all
aircraft activity in the area by voice contact.

Remarks

For example, at Ekofisk this is achieved via Air
Transport Co-ordinator who is a member of the
Field Emergency Control Centre (FEBS).

The responsibility for providing the On-Scene
Commander / Co-ordinator with air traffic flight
following information should be clearly established.

NOTE: In case of an accident the Stavanger RCC
will co-ordinate and set up the on-scene
commander. Local systems like Ekofisk will only
perform assistant duties.
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No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

29

The Duty Holder should give full consideration to, and
assess the impacts of potential operating constraints that
may be encountered with OBRR helicopter operations.

3.15

In Norway they have experienced problems of
“blade sailing” (up to 45°) at low rotor RPM during
start-up due to updraughts affecting helideck
aerodynamics. Also, Droop Stop problems and
radio problems (static interference making RT
virtually useless) are commonplace, particularly in
winter.

30

The Duty Holder should fully acknowledge where and
what operating constraints may arise with OBRR
helicopter operations.

3.16

In Norway this appears to be experienced based.

In the event that a SAR helicopter leaves the
operating area, for any reason, a telex is sent to
each installation to advise them they no longer have
SAR cover and should implement their contingency
plans.

Contingency plans should be well developed and firmly
in place for those occasions when operating constraints
preclude the use of the assigned OBRR helicopter for
apprehending and emergency offshore.
31

The Duty Holder, in conjunction with the AOC Holder,
should produce a firm programme of rehearsals and drills
(without disclosing dates of execution) to ensure that all
aspects of OBRR operations will be tested at suitable
intervals.

3.17

A continuous programme of drills and rehearsals
are planned and carried out.

32

Proper arrangements should be provided on the
nominated offshore installation to assist long term
serviceability, readiness and availability of an OBRR
helicopter.

4.2.3

Zero tolerance to any offshore downtime.

Remarks

Not clear how the
contingency plans work
in practice.

Not an essential requirement in Norway.

An adequate parking / manoeuvring area adjacent to the
SLA is considered a fundamental requirement for
installation helidecks nominated for OBRR operations.
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Item
No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

32
cont’d

The need for a permanent hangar facility should be given
proper consideration in order to provide the aircraft with
adequate environmental protection. During winter
months, if not kept in a hangar, the aircraft will be
continuously exposed to the elements.

In Norway the operators say that offshore based
SAR operations cannot be effectively accomplished
without providing hangar facilities, particularly in
winter.

It is unlikely that standard aircraft covers and tie down
arrangements will prove sufficient to protect the aircraft
from potential damage and deterioration of its structure,
rotor blades and delicate internal equipment in extreme
offshore weather conditions.

On Ekofisk the aircraft are not hangered in summer.
Both are located on the Hotel platform. In winter,
one of the aircraft is hangared on Valhall with a full
crew.

If providing a hangar facility on the installation, it is
imperative to ensure (during design) that this can be done
without infringing the obstruction free environment and /
or degrading the existing aerodynamic performance of
the helideck Safe Landing Area.

The hangars on Norwegian offshore installations
were incorporated into the original platform design.

Helideck operability should be re-established following
any proposals for modifications in or adjacent to the area
of the helideck.

Not applicable. Existing hangars used.

Inventories of spare parts, tools, etc. should be
established and provided at the offshore location by the
AOC holder, in line with SAR aircraft “detachment form
base” procedures.

Same situation in Norway.

The Duty Holder should make suitable provisions for the
OBRR helicopter support inventories in a location where
they can be secured and quarantined form other
installation stores and activities.

Same situation in Norway.

32
cont’d

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks
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No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

33

The Duty Holder, in conjunction with the AOC Holder,
should make suitable provisions for accommodating the
OBRR flight and maintenance crews and fully equips
them for the intended operations.

34

The nominated OBRR helideck should have no
outstanding Offshore Helideck Inspection Report (OHIR)
non-compliance’s and / or limitations applied that may
compromise OBRR operations, at any time.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)
4.2.4

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Flight crews are accommodated in single
occupancy cabins.

4.3

See also 5. The helicopter operator sets any
limitations.

If there are deficiencies, actions must be in progress by
the Duty Holder to obtain valid, in-date helideck
certification.
Continuing action should be taken towards reducing the
effects of any operating limitations (see IVLL entries)
that may compromise OBRR operations, prior to
commencement / continuation of the operations.
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Item
No:
35

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

The AOC Holder should identify for the OBRR crews, all
available landing sites (licensed and un-licensed) in the
likely area of OBRR operations.

4.4

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

See also 23.

The Duty Holder in conjunction with the AOC Holder,
should give sufficient details of installation layouts (and a
full set of up-to-date AERADS), in the likely area of
OBRR operations, for flight crews to identify potential
winching sites that may be used for personnel rescue and
recovery in the event of being unable to land on a
helideck.

Same situation in Norway (NOTE: Jeppesen Charts
are used in Norway).

The Duty Holder should furnish relevant details of
attendant vessels operating in the area of OBRR coverage
that may have designated winching areas and or
sufficient clear deck space to effect a rescue / recovery by
winch.

See also 23.

36

The Duty Holder, in conjunction with the AOC Holder,
should provide a full range and a high standard of
communications for OBRR operations.

4.5

Similar situation in Norway. Sola Flight Control
has an M-ADS system and provides full flight
tracking all over the Norwegian Continental Shelf
for aircraft equipped with an M-ADS transmitter.
Ekofisk, Heimdal and Frigg areas have a VHF link
station for a full Stavanger ATCC radio coverage.

37

The Duty Holder, if necessary in conjunction with the
AOC Holder, shall provide a full range and a high
standard of reliable meteorological equipment for OBRR
operations.

4.6

Similar situation in Norway.

Similar situation in Norway.

The recording, interpretation and reporting (forecast and
actuals) of local meteorological information for OBRR
operations should be processed by a fully trained and
competent person.
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No:

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

38

The installation should be able to store sufficient aviation
fuel to supply the intended OBRR operations as well as
routine public transport operations, particularly for the
extended periods when it is not possible for vessels to
offload supplies due to heavy seas.

4.7

Similar situation in Norway. No mention of Aircraft
defuelling requirements. Assumes excess fuel will
be jettisoned.

39

The Duty Holder should provide personnel with safety
equipment designed to enhance the prospect of survivor
rescue and recovery. The equipment should be fully
trialled to establish its operational parameters and
efficiency in use, particularly during recovery from the
sea by helicopter.

4.8

Similar situation in Norway.

40

The Duty Holder in conjunction with the AOC Holder
should consider and justify all the potential operating
constraints that are likely to be encountered when setting
up the facilities for supporting permanently offshore
based OBRR helicopters.

4.9

Similar situation in Norway.

41

Decision processes for selection of suitable helicopters
and setting the performance standards to be achieved for
OBRR operations should clearly be undertaken by
competent persons (e.g. jointly, by the Duty Holder in
conjunction with helicopter operators who are contracted
to provide these specialist rescue and recovery services).

5.1

In Norway, SAR helicopter selection is generally
made by the Field / Installation Owner(s). Currently
there are 3 different types of helicopter in use.
These are the Eurocopter AS 332 L1 (Heidrun), AS
365N2 (Ekofisk) and a Bell 214ST (Statfjord).

Only the AS 365N2 is
AWSAR equipped, at
present. The Heidrun
aircraft will be AWSAR
from about June 2002.

42

The performance and capability of helicopters selected
for the OBRR role should, at least, be equal to current
UK HM Coastguard SAR helicopter specifications.

5.2

Performance and capability of the SAR helicopter
types used offshore Norway is selected in order to
meet specified local area emergency requirements.

There is some ongoing
debate among oil
company specialists on
the selection of suitable
helicopters for the
offshore SAR role.

Remarks

Currently, Personnel
Locator Beacons (PLB’s)
are available during
flights in Heidrun area
only.
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(UK OBRR Operations)
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Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

43

When selecting a helicopter for OBRR operations, the
size of the smallest helideck and its load bearing
characteristics, where landings are envisaged, will
determine the size of the largest helicopter that can be
landed.

5.2.4

Similar situation in Norway. Also, selection is
dictated by hangar space / dimensions.

44

There will be a minimum equipment fit to provide
effective search, rescue and recovery techniques.
Consequently, a certain amount of cabin space is needed
for the additional survival equipment, plus sufficient
space is required for survivors.

5.2.5

Similar situation in Norway.

45

The choice of helicopter for OBRR operations should
place single-engine performance high on the list of
important characteristics.

5.2.6

Similar situation in Norway.

46

Helicopters with higher disposable load and greater cabin
space will allow longer sustained winching periods at the
recovery site.

5.2.9

Similar situation in Norway.

Ordinarily, for an OBRR helicopter, range should not be
a major factor.

5.2.9

47

Remarks

Ekofisk AS365N2 only does double lifts if cabin
crew consist of hoist operator and assistant. Crew
composition can vary between 4 and 5. Comprising
2 pilots /hoist operator/ hoist assistant and rescue
man.
Similar situation in Norway.
The Statoil area emergency plan currently restricts
the SAR helicopter to 65 NM radius of operation
from the host platform.

However, in bad weather where there is a high
probability that the helicopter, once airborne, would not
be able to return to the installation from whence it came,
consideration should be given to flying to a place where
the weather is better and an approach and landing is
possible. This scenario will require more fuel to be
carried therefore greater helicopter weight and hence less
disposable loads
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Item
No:
48

48
cont’d

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
If there is ice present on the rotor blades, for instance,
then an immediate take-off in response to an emergency
will be impossible.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)
5.2.10

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Similar situation in Norway.
Heidrun SAR helicopter has de-ice equipment.

If a helicopter is hangared and it is required to
immediately respond to a call -out, it should be able to be
removed from the hangar and brought to readiness in a
very short time.

Similar situation in Norway. For example at
Ekofisk when aircraft are hangared each night they
have one hour plus reserve fuel on board. This is
insufficient to fly to a landfall so the time to add
fuel is in addition to normal response time.

It should be noted that current North Sea helicopter types
do not have folding blade systems.

Blade folding is undertaken on some helicopters in
Norway. The S76C+ blade folding wind limitation
for normal operations is the same as the aircraft
rotor start-up and shut down limit at 55 knots. For
emergencies the start-up limit may be exceeded at
Captains discretion. In these cases the aircraft may
be flown onshore for shut down.

It follows that other helicopters should not be permitted
to be “shut-down” on a helideck assigned to OBRR duty
unless there is adequate provision for parking and the
landing area can remain active, at all times.

Ekofisk minimum response times are a contractual
obligation on helicopter operator. They are 25
minutes at night and 15 minutes during the day.

Helicopters with blade
folding have been
operating in Norway
since 1985. Today, these
aircraft are AS365N2’s
on Ekofisk, S76C+ on
Frigg and AS332L1 on
Heidrun.

Response times for OBRR helicopters must take full
account of all the factors that may affect operational
readiness state. This includes preparing the aircraft for
flight, as well as crew readiness to get airborne.
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No:
49

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

The installation Duty Holder should set out the minimum
performance standards to be met for OBRR helicopter
operations.

5.3.1

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

See also 48.
The radius of SAR operations from Statfjord is set
at 65 NM radius.
The target used for planning full recovery winch
lifts is 3½ mins per single survivor lift.

Remarks

The Norwegian response
targets are at variance
with the UK 15 / 45 mins.
Concern has been
expressed in Norway at
the difference and the
likely effect from a
workforce viewpoint.

The Norwegian day / night performance standards
set for SAR helicopter response are 15 / 25 mins
respectively.
50

The installation Duty Holder, in conjunction with the
AOC Holder, should provide the Crisis Management
Team and OBRR flight crews with guidance on mission
priorities and minimas.

5.3.2

Minimum performance targets for a variety of
emergency response scenarios have been set by
NPD. See Appendix 4.

Minimum response times to be met by OBRR
helicopters, whether based on or offshore, should be laid
down by the Duty Holder and should be designed to meet
the goal setting requirements laid down in PFEER
regulations.

No regulated flight minimums for SAR. The
helicopter operators set these.
Generally, search at or below 500ft in VMC. 1000ft
above terrain in IFR. Manual approach to target at
200ft if sea not visual (night 300ft). Auto approach
to 100ft if sea not visual.
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No:
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52

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
The specialist equipment specifications for OBRR
helicopters should be at least the equivalent of HM
Coastguard and RAF SAR requirements.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

5.4

Offshore SAR helicopters in Norway have a similar
equipment specification to the RnoAF SAR
helicopters. However, individual oil operators
specify their own requirements in addition to the
basic role standard.

The aircraft equipment specification for OBRR (and
SAR) helicopters should appear in the AOC Holders
Operations Manual.

Similar situation in Norway.

Also, a Minimum Equipment List (MEL) should be
available and used by flight crews to ensure that specified
go, no-go items are properly covered prior to embarking
on a rescue and recovery mission.

Same basic requirement as in UK flight operations.
Also, since NORNE accident the Norwegians have
an MER (Minimum Equipment Requirement) for
HUMS.

The Duty Holder should specify to the AOC Holder the
need for a comprehensive communications fit for OBRR
helicopter operations.

5.4.2

See 51.

Not applicable. Dictated by local requirements.

The OBRR helicopter communications fit should meet
the minimum standard specified by HM Coastguard for
civilian contracted SAR aircraft.
53

The Duty Holder should specify to the AOC Holder the
need to fit comprehensive navigation equipment for
OBRR helicopter operations. These should meet the
minimum standard specified by HM Coastguard for
civilian contracted SAR aircraft.

Remarks

5.4.3

TCAS has been specified as a requirement for
Heidrum SAR helicopters and for all helicopters
operating in the Haltenbanken area. TCAS (type
Skywatch) is fitted on the Frigg S76C+ aircraft. On
Statfjord where there is good cover from Bergen
radar there is no requirement. Phillips is
considering its options for fitting TCAS on the
Ekofisk SAR helicopters.
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No:
54

55

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
The Duty Holder should specify to the AOC Holder a
comprehensive suite of search aids for OBRR helicopter
operations.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)
5.4.4

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

See 51.

These aids should meet the minimum standard specified
by HM Coastguard for civilian contracted SAR aircraft.

Similar situation in Norway. Enhancements are also
embodied to suit client preferences.

The aircraft should be clearly identifiable from land, the
sea and in the air, as an OBRR helicopter.

No specific livery used.

The Duty Holder should specify to the AOC Holder a
comprehensive role-equipment fit for OBRR helicopter
operations. This should meet the minimum standard
specified by HM Coastguard for civilian contracted SAR
aircraft.

Remarks

5.5

The offshore-based SAR helicopter fit is based on
the RNoAF role equipment inventory with
variations / improvements introduced by the Oil
operators in conjunction with their helicopter
operator.

Some variations will be
dependent on aircraft
type.

The helicopter operators supply the aircraft role fit
and the oil operators supply the medical kit.
56

Adequate consideration should be given by the AOC
Holder to the alternates / diversion policy required for
OBRR helicopter operations.

5.6

Same situation in Norway. For example, on
Ekofisk, diversions are only planned if the SAR
helicopter cannot return to its base on the Hotel
Platform.
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Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
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Reference
(Subsection)

The Duty Holder should be able to clearly demonstrate
that the base location for an OBRR helideck provides a
stable, turbulence-free platform which will ensure high
levels of helideck availability in a wide range of weather
conditions and wind directions.

5.7.3

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Not seen as a specific requirement. Current
helidecks used for offshore SAR operations are on
established installations with known aerodynamic
performance, availability, etc.
All Norwegian offshore SAR helicopters are
currently based on fixed installations.

Although in the past OBRR type helicopters (e.g. Brent
SAR) have been successfully based on floatels, it is most
unlikely that availability from a mobile base can exceed
that of a fixed installation, which has good helideck
aerodynamics and thermal performance.
There are very limited data available to show the
frequency of landings aborted because of Pitch, Roll and
Heave exceedences. Some Mandatory Occurrence
Reports (MOR’s) have been submitted that cite helidecks
out of limits for landings and these relate mainly to
vessels. However, there are more MOR’s citing
turbulence and thermal problems.
58

The Duty Holder should confirm with the AOC Holder
and have sight of up-to-date records clearly
demonstrating that the aircraft, equipment, flight crews
and maintainers are properly certified and licensed and,
where appropriate, are not overdue certification, licensing
and / inspection.

5.8

Part of routine helicopter operator auditing process
by Duty Holder. However, for instance, Phillips
does not set any offshore maintenance levels. This
is the responsibility of the helicopter operator.
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59

Flight planning and weather information services
provided for OBRR helicopter operations, by the Duty
Holder, should be of a quality to ensure that the
helicopter commander may freely make, and justify, his
operational decisions for committing or otherwise to a
rescue and recovery mission.

5.9

60

Clearly, the standards for OBRR crew readiness, flying
duties and rest should meet a recognised standard and be
clearly specified in the Operations Manual. In the UK
this should, as a minimum, be the same as HM
Coastguard SAR crews.

5.10.4

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

A full flight information service is established
offshore for the SAR helicopter flight crews. For
example, at Ekofisk there is a Field Emergency
Control Centre that covers area emergency
response. The Air Transport Co-ordinator and
Radio Operator are functional roles within the
Emergency Management Team. Most platform
centres are connected on line to the NAIS systems
(equivalent to the AFTN II system) for flight
planning information to the flight crews.
As Flight Operations Manual supplement.
Concern has been expressed about crew duty /
flight times which are currently based on fixed
wing criteria. There is also no limit on the number
of landings for helicopter pilots whereas on fixed
wing there is a limit on the number of landings.
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Factor for Consideration
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60
cont’d

There should be sufficient numbers and type of personnel
to provide 24hr, 365 days a year coverage. The total
number of crews assigned should be consistent with the
planned OBRR operations.

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Statoil SAR helicopters generally have 4 crew plus
a medic for a mission. The flight crew comply with
Operations Manual Duty times. The helicopter
maintainers (also act as rear crewmembers), HLO,
Heli Guard, medics and radio operator do 12hr
shifts and covers 24 hrs a day.
Phillips/BP have 6 pilots, 2 mechanics/hoist
operators and 2 rescue men assigned to cover
Ekofisk 24hr SAR duty.
NOTE: The normal duty time for the offshore based
crew is 14 hours, with some limitations.
No dispensation is given in Norway. Everyone
responds to platform alarms – no exceptions.

The issue of OBRR helicopter crews responses to
platform alarms (for tests and drills) should be
determined by the Duty Holder, with full consideration
given for both installation safety and OBRR operating
priorities taken into account, and a policy agreed with the
AOC Holder.
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Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)
Using risk assessment, the Duty Holder should calculate
and justify a figure for helicopter availability to meet
OBRR operational requirements. The derived figure
should be specified to the AOC Holder and assurances
obtained that the required availability can be achieved.

OTO 01039 Report
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5.11.3

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

In Norway, the target set (by Statoil) for SAR
mission availability is 100%.

As a benchmark, the latest HM Coastguard figures show
that 99.8% aircraft availability is being achieved with
SAR helicopters. These aircraft are based onshore and
stowed in hangars. OBRR helicopter availability will
need to take into account of the aircraft being based
offshore and whether or not it is hangared.
The AOC Holder should supply helicopters for OBRR
operations that have no outstanding or anticipated
maintenance items or component replacements due.
On Statfjord the SAR helicopter is NOT allowed to
fly outside of 15 minutes flying range of the host
platform unless all aircrew for a SAR mission are
on board. They only leave the “AREA” 4 times a
year when on exercises – if a back up RnoAF SAR
helicopter is available.

In the event of an OBRR helicopter being unable to meet
readiness state, the AOC Holder should demonstrate to
the Duty Holder that they have the ability and resources
to provide a replacement aircraft of similar specification
and performance within one hour, or less, of the primary
aircraft being declared unserviceable.
62

The Duty Holder in conjunction with the AOC Holder
should consider fully and justify all the potential
operating constraints that are likely to be encountered
when setting up and operating permanently stationed
OBRR helicopters.

5.12

Statfjord SAR helicopter is used for shuttle flights 3
times a day. Heidrun SAR helicopter IS NOT used
for shuttle flights.
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Item
No:
63

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

Similar situation in Norway.

OBRR helicopter missions will, in many ways, be similar
to that of SAR operations therefore the AOC Holder and
the Duty Holder should contemplate similar risks.
The public transport non-scheduled element of OBRR
operations will essentially be the same as routine offshore
helicopter operations. Here the risks and frequency of
occurrences are well documented and should already be
accounted for by the AOC Holder and Duty Holder.

There have been a limited number of MOR’s that
identify SAR equipment failures / problems such as
winch cables, FLIR cameras, etc. Also, training
incidents / accidents.

There is some evidence in the Occurrence Reports to
suggest there are elements of SAR operations that have
incidence rates where attention should be focussed. These
are winch defects / failures and training incidents.
Equipment failures may have an effect on the ability to
initiate and complete OBRR missions. The AOC Holder
should therefore fully appraise the Duty Holder of the
reliability of the selected aircraft / rescue systems and
equipment.
63
cont’d

OBRR task training as a component of the OBRR
helicopter contract should not be significantly different to
SAR (maritime) flying and task training. Normally, the
risks associated with flying training are in the domain of
the AOC Holder.

Similar situation in Norway. For instance the
original FLIR camera has been replaced by another
model on the Ekofisk helicopter.
6.1

Similar situation in Norway.

Similar situation in Norway. Phillips SAR
helicopter crews train twice weekly and follow a set
program.

However, some OBRR training tasks will involve other
offshore assets and personnel and will take place in the
500 metre zone. For this reason, the Duty Holder and
AOC Holder should, whilst developing OBRR operations
training requirements and schedules, ensure that an
adequate assessment of the training risks have been
carried out, the findings properly documented and
measures put in place to reduce unnecessary risks.

NOTE: In Norway, the aim is to have a
standardised training in place in 2002 for both the
helicopter operators and the Duty Holders.
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Item
No:
64

64
cont’d

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

To ensure a reasonable probability of success when
planning OBRR helicopter operations, the Duty Holder in
conjunction with the AOC Holder should:

6.2.2

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

1.
Ensure that a good, integrated Crisis
Management Plan is in place with clear mission
objectives for the OBRR helicopter assets and resources.

A requirement in Norway.

2.
Make an assessment of the probable maximum
number of survivors that an OBRR helicopter will likely
encounter and be expected to successfully recover. This
will assist with determining the required number of
OBRR helicopters and flight crewmembers for a given
operational intent.

A requirement in Norway.

3.
Select a modern, fully equipped SAR type
helicopter capable of fully meeting the specified
helicopter offshore / marine emergency escape and rescue
role.

A requirement in Norway for AWSAR helicopters.

4.
Ensure that trained and competent flight crews
and maintainers, sophisticated and well tested
information services (e.g. weather forecasting,
communications) etc., are provided to support the OBRR
helicopter role.

A requirement in Norway.

5.
Build on the lessons learnt from past SAR and
similar operations whilst at the same time fully
recognising, and acknowledging, that there will be
fundamental OBRR helicopter limitations to consider and
potential operational shortfalls to mitigate.

A basic part of setting up area based offshore SAR
operations in the Norwegian sector.

Remarks
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Item
No:
65

Factor for Consideration
(UK OBRR Operations)

OTO 01039 Report
Reference
(Subsection)

The Duty Holder should, as part of his Crisis
Management Plan, fully document and promulgate the
availability (immediate or otherwise) and operability (any
restrictions) of OBRR helicopter assets. In addition, the
full effects of depleted OBRR assets (for any reason) on
overall rescue and recovery effort should be properly
recognised and contingency measures built in to the
Crisis Management Plan.

6.3

Norwegian Offshore Based SAR Status

Remarks

See 30.
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APPENDIX 2 - DEFINITIONS AND SYNONYMS
AOC

Air Operators Certificate

HLO

Helicopter Landing Officer

JRCC

Joint Rescue Co-ordination Centre

MEL

Minimum Equipment List

MER

Minimum Equipment Requirement

NPD

Norwegian Petroleum Directorate

NMD

Norwegian Maritime Directorate

NCAA

Norwegian Civil Aviation Authority

OBRR

Offshore Based Rescue and Recovery

OHMS

Offshore Heliops Management System

OLF

Norwegian Offshore Operators Association

PFEER

The Offshore Installations (Prevention of Fire, Explosions and Emergency Response)
Regulations 1995

RNoAF

Royal Norwegian Air Force

SAR

Search and Rescue

TCAS

Collision Avoidance System

VSKTB

Emergency Preparedness Requirement - Response Time
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Figure 2 Norwegian Petroleum Directorate Relationships
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APPENDIX 4
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Figure 3 NPD Emergency Risk Picture
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APPENDIX 5
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Figure 4 NPD Area Based Emergency Preparedness Requirements
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